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Abstract—Anomaly traffic detection and classification mecha-
nisms need to be flexible and easy to manage in order to detect the
ever growing spectrum of anomalies. Detection and classification
are difficult tasks because of several reasons, including the need
to obtain an accurate and comprehensive view of the network,
the ability to detect the occurrence of new attack types, and
the need to deal with misclassification. In this paper, we argue
that Software-Defined Networking (SDN) form propitious envi-
ronments for the design and implementation of more robust and
extensible anomaly classification schemes. Different than other
approaches from the literature, which individually tackle either
anomaly detection or classification or mitigation, we present
a management framework to perform these tasks jointly. Our
proposed framework is called ATLANTIC and it combines the
use of information theory to calculate deviations in the entropy
of flow tables and a range of machine learning algorithms
to classify traffic flows. As a result, ATLANTIC is a flexible
framework capable of categorizing traffic anomalies and using
the information collected to handle each traffic profile in a specific
manner, e.g., blocking malicious flows.

Index Terms—Software-Defined Networking, Network Man-
agement, OpenFlow, Anomaly detection

I. INTRODUCTION

Computer networks must be resilient and properly deliver

the communication services expected by their users [1]. The

detection of an ever increasing number of anomalies in net-

work traffic is the key task to achieve resilience. Anomaly de-

tection in traditional computer networks is difficult to achieve

because the points of observation are spread along distributed

forwarding devices. With the advent of Software-Defined

Networking (SDN) [2] [3], however, anomaly detection can

be performed at the logically centralized spot created by the

SDN controller. SDN in general allows building more reliable,

extensible, and manageable networks where new network

functions can be more easily deployed. However, SDN-based

networks are not free of abnormal traffic that can affect the

resilience of the network. Still, SDN can facilitate the design of

anomaly detection and traffic classifications systems because

of several reasons: (i) SDN offers a more comprehensive view

of the network, (ii) SDN supports the easy collection of flow

statistics, and (iii) SDN includes a dedicated management

plane to coordinate dynamic reconfiguration actions.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no framework capable

of managing anomaly detection, classification and mitigation

in a coordinated manner in SDN environments. We advocate

that such a framework should perform these tasks jointly, be

fully extensible to accommodate different types of anomalies,

and rely on modular software abstractions. To address these

issues, in this paper, we introduce the ATLANTIC (Anomaly
deTection and machine LeArNing Traffic classifICation for
software-defined networking) framework for detection, clas-

sification, and mitigation of traffic anomalies in SDN-based

networks. Anomaly detection and classification are performed

in two complementary phases: (i) a lightweight phase, in which

low computation cost methods are executed more frequently to

quickly spot potentially malicious flows, and (ii) a heavyweight
phase, where such flows are analyzed and classified according

to their abnormal behavior. To instantiate our framework, we

employ an information theory approach based on entropy anal-

ysis [5] in the lightweight phase, whereas in the heavyweight
phase a machine learning algorithm based on Support Vector

Machine (SVM) [6] is used to leverage historical knowledge

about past anomalies and to classify the abnormal traffic.

Our main contributions are: (i) a strategy that obtains

global network information without additional costs to network

administrators, such as additional sensors; (ii) an architecture

to combine several types of anomaly detection, classifica-

tion, and mitigation techniques in a flexible manner, while

avoiding high resource utilization; (iii) a publicly available

application of how SDN can provide sophisticated software-

based management solutions (represented by the lightweight

and heavyweight phases) to tackle legacy network problems,

such as managing classification techniques. We have developed

a prototype system as a proof-of-concept. Our prototype has

been implemented in Python and is publicly available in

GitHub1. We evaluate the instantiation of our ATLANTIC

framework to manage an SDN-based environment consisting

of 11 switches organized according to the topology of the

Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul campus network.

In our experimental evaluation, we observed performance,

accuracy, and overhead of ATLANTIC, considering distributed

denial of service (DDoS) and port scanning attacks.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, we present background and review related work.

In Section III, we introduce ATLANTIC. In Section IV, we

present our evaluation and associated results, including a

performance analysis of the framework. In Section V, we

1https://github.com/AndersonSanSilva/ATLANTIC978-1-5090-0223-8/16/$31.00 c© 2016 IEEE
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conclude this paper presenting final remarks and future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Anomaly detection and traffic classification in traditional

networks are research areas that have been intensively investi-

gated for years [7] [8] [9]. In SDN-based networks, however,

the amount of work on this subject is still much less prominent.

SDN-based as well as traditional networks are susceptible

to abnormal traffic that can harm network operations and

management, e.g., Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) at-

tacks [10], [11]. As such, abnormal traffic must be detected,

classified, and mitigated. Before introducing the ATLANTIC

framework, we first present in this section background in-

formation on the key anomaly detection techniques and the

related work.

Because of the emergence of new traffic behaviors, strate-

gies to detect and classify anomalous traffic are necessary so

to protect the network against malicious attacks. In traditional

networks, machine learning has been widely used for traffic

classification and anomaly detection [12]. These techniques

can be divided into two main classes: supervised learning and

unsupervised learning. Supervised learning techniques, such

as Naive Bayes [13] and Support Vector Machine (SVM)

[6], are suitable for classifying data samples into a range

of known attacks. However, supervised learning is unable to

handle new types of attacks. SVM typically achieves high

classification accuracy [12] and thus it is commonly chosen

to compose anomaly detection systems. On the other hand,

unsupervised learning techniques, such as K-means [8] and

Expectation Maximization [12], are suitable for detecting

new types of attacks. However, in general, they need human

input to determine the classes of the sampled data, which is

generally grouped by similarity. Despite the high accuracy

and performance obtained with some techniques, machine

learning algorithms tend to suffer from several limitations:

(i) the difficulty of determining the best set of discriminators

to classify flows [13]; (ii) the availability of labeled training

data for classification [8] [14]; (iii) the trade-offs between

different machine learning algorithms regarding accuracy and

performance [14]; (iv) the sheer amount of traffic data that

makes it difficult to handle and to promptly detect malicious

activities [15] [10]; (v) the availability of a high amount of

resources, such as management systems and middleboxes, to

collect traffic information [16]. Further discussion on machine

learning and its use for network traffic classification is pre-

sented by Nguyen and Armitage [12].

Further, techniques based on Information Theory have also

been used in traditional networks for anomaly traffic detection

[15] [17]. These techniques use probability and statistic theory

to model the entropy, i.e., the mean information present in

some set of traffic features, to detect when disturbances occur

in the network. In particular, entropy can be used to model

a high-level view of the flows observed in the network, and

enables the monitoring of distributions of flow features with

reduced computational cost. By analyzing the entropy informa-

tion within a time interval it is possible to detect deviations that

indicate an anomaly. Past research efforts indicate that entropy

is a suitable, low-cost, and accurate technique to monitor traffic

behavior changes [5]. Moreover, the combination of entropy

and machine learning can be used for traffic classification [18].

Recent research efforts have indicated that SDN is suitable

for the implementation of sophisticated software solutions

and that anomaly detection schemes can benefit from the

SDN architecture [11] [19] [20]. However, different than

these works, we propose a framework that jointly coordi-

nates anomaly detection, classification and mitigation tasks.

SDN can assist to overcome legacy challenges related to

anomaly detection, classification and mitigation because its

software abstractions enhance the network visibility and man-

agement [21]. More concretely, (i) the OpenFlow protocol

can natively collect primitive traffic statistics about traffic

flows; and (ii) the network controller can be aware of network

topology, traffic profiles, and forwarding behavior without

relying on middleboxes. Our work is encouraged by the lack of

an integrated framework that combines and manages a large set

of techniques related to detection, classification and mitigation

of network anomalies.

III. A FRAMEWORK FOR ANOMALY DETECTION,

CLASSIFICATION AND MITIGATION IN SDN

In this paper, we advocate that anomaly detection and

traffic classification can take advantage of SDN/OpenFlow

characteristics. To demonstrate this, we introduce ATLANTIC,

an anomaly detection, classification and mitigation framework

that allows an administrator to flexibly reconfigure the opera-

tion of its building-block components and algorithms. In this

section, we discuss the requirements of our framework and

explain the main principles behind it. In addition, we present

ATLANTIC in details and describe its main components. In

particular, we show an overview of our traffic classification

process and discuss our proposed architecture.

A. Framework Requirements

A framework for anomaly detection and traffic classification

should be capable of orchestrating several different modules,

such as those responsible for traffic monitoring, classification,

and mitigation. We argue that the required functionality for

such a framework should be placed in the management plane

of the SDN architecture, and take into account the following

aspects:

• Comprehensive view of the network - To perform traffic

monitoring and analysis, the framework must be able to

retrieve detailed and unrestricted information about the

network and traffic flows. As opposed to applications

sitting in the application plane of SDN – which make

use of the Northbound API to request network resources

to the controller – our framework uses the Management

Interface to gain access to information about flows from

all applications, and uses this information to manage

traffic anomalies.

• Human intervention - The network administrator must

be able to interact and monitor the operation of the
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anomaly detection and traffic classification framework,

observing logs and reconfiguring its operation whenever

necessary. For example, an administrator might update

parameters or replace some component functionality to

increase performance or accuracy of classification.

• Flexible network configuration - Several types of con-

figurations can assist the task of anomaly mitigation,

such as the definition of proactive and reactive path

instantiation, deployment of specific or generic flow rules

in flow tables, and management of flow parameters such

as timeout and data rate. Our framework must be able

to instruct the network controller to change its behavior

regarding certain events and flows as they are deemed

anomalous.

We anticipate that our management framework must be

modular and support customization, i.e., it should be possible

to update components with a more sophisticated algorithm or

strategy whenever needed. For example, a network driver (see

Section III-C) may need to be customized to collect informa-

tion from different types of individual network controllers or

from a large set of distributed controllers. Using the manage-

ment plane, these decisions can be taken by administrators to

achieve more appropriate configurations.

B. Lightweight and Heavyweight Processing

ATLANTIC comprises two operational phases: a

lightweight processing phase, responsible for traffic

monitoring and anomaly detection; and a more heavyweight
processing phase, consisting of anomaly classification and

mitigation. Next, we explain these phases in details and how

they are combined to support robust anomaly management.

Figure 1 summarizes the interplay between the lightweight

and heavyweight processing phases.

Heavyweight Phase

Anomaly 
Detection

Traffic 
Snapshot

Is there an 
anomaly?

no

Lightweight Phase

yes

Anomaly 
Classification

Anomaly
Mitigation

(1) (2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Snapshot
Subtraction

Malicious
Flows

Admin 
Interface

Unknown
Flows

(4)

Administrator

Fig. 1. Framework management process

1) Lightweight Processing Phase : Several techniques can

be used to extract network traffic profiles, for example, by

performing packet sampling using sFlow [17]. A limitation

of this approach is the high memory consumption to obtain

fine-grained traffic information and packet inspection. To

rapidly perform lightweight anomaly detection, our framework

benefits from the characteristics of SDN and uses the control

plane to obtain a snapshot of existing traffic flows, including

information about traffic counters and matched packet headers.

Based on the traffic snapshot collected (arrow 1 in Figure 1),

lightweight anomaly detection mechanisms are employed to

detect deviations from the “normal” traffic pattern.

We apply entropy analysis to detect variations in the dis-

tribution of certain flow features observed along consecutive

traffic snapshots. For example, consider two consecutive snap-

shots t1 and t2. If the entropy of the flow features in t1
is approximately equal to the entropy of the same features

observed in t2, then it is safe to assume that no significant

traffic changes have occurred between the two consecutive

snapshots. However, if there is a large difference in the entropy

calculated for a given flow feature between two snapshots,

this might indicate an anomaly (arrow 2). If by subtracting

the flows in t2 from the flows in t1 we obtain a non-

empty result, this indicates which flows are responsible for

the entropy change. Flows that are responsible for the entropy

change in this stage can only be considered suspicious, and

are thus selected for further categorization using a proper

classification scheme (arrow 3). It is important to emphasize

that our framework is designed so that any snapshot-based

anomaly detection scheme can be employed. We chose to use

entropy analysis for the Lightweight Processing Phase because

it can be executed very often and permits fast detection of

disturbances in the network [17].

2) Heavyweight Processing Phase: Our framework com-

prises the occasional need to execute complementary heavy

processing classification mechanisms to categorize traffic

flows. In this paper, we consider traffic classification mech-

anisms based on machine learning, which indeed take a

considerable amount of resources to execute but can produce

very accurate results in terms of traffic classification [12]. Our

framework allows both supervised and unsupervised machine

learning mechanisms. With supervised mechanisms, a model

is generated to internally organize data obtained from previous

malicious activity to automatically categorize traffic flows as

either malicious or benign. Unsupervised mechanisms, on the

other hand, are interesting to be used to analyze and organize

information about traffic features, even if they cannot identify

whether there is a threat or not. As a result, the framework

allows flows to be categorized into either malicious, benign, or

unknown, according to their traffic profiles. Malicious flows

are sent for mitigation, whereas unknown flows need to be

manually analyzed by a human administrator (arrow 4).

For every flow that is signalized as malicious, an action

must be taken so to avoid network disruption or performance

degradation. For example, commands can be sent back to

the network control plane to instruct the devices closer to

the source of the malicious traffic to drop packets of flows

deemed malicious. After mitigation actions are performed, the

framework returns to its initial traffic monitoring and snapshot

collection step (arrow 5). For flows signalized as unknown, the

administrator can use the information obtained during classi-

fication, for example, to create new models for the supervised

mechanisms to identify the new traffic pattern in a future round
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of anomaly detection. Note that this heavyweight phase is

expected to be executed less frequently than the lightweight

one. In addition, heavy classification mechanisms only need

to deal with a subset of the full traffic snapshot, because

of the subtraction performed in the lightweight phase. The

more the administrator interacts with the framework inserting

new information about traffic patterns to be automatically

identified, the more efficient the detection will be.

C. Anomaly Traffic Classification

The basic components of our anomaly traffic classification

framework are depicted in Figure 2. The Statistical Layer is

responsible for collecting traffic flow statistics and comprises

the following components: Statistics Manager, Features Se-
lector, and Network Driver. The information generated by

the Statistical Layer is delivered to the Classification Layer,

which comprises the following components: Anomaly Monitor,

Flow Classifier, and Flow Manager. Next, we describe these

components in details.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the anomaly classification framework

1) Network Driver: The Network Driver operates by send-

ing a request to the network controller every p seconds in

order to query the status of all flows in the data plane. The

parameter p can be adjusted accordingly, to avoid degrading

network performance. After receiving flow information from

the network controller, the Network Driver parses and orga-

nizes relevant data, such as the flow identifier, packet headers,

and flow counters. The result of one request produces a traffic

snapshot, i.e., a data structure summarizing all flows currently

existing in the network. Note that we construct a flow-id using

the following 5-tuple, which is also used as our flow definition:

〈srcip, dstip, srcport, dstport, protocol〉
2) Features Selector: After receiving the last saved traf-

fic snapshot produced by the Network Driver, the Features
Selector extracts basic flow features that describe the profile

of network flows. The basic set of features is defined by the

OpenFlow specification [4] and is represented by:

〈packet count, byte count, duration〉
This component initiates the selection of relevant features.

Frequently, the best choice for a flow profile model is a set

of features that can accurately be used to discriminate a flow

class with minimum computational cost. The issue of finding

the optimal set of features to describe a flow can be addressed

by manual inspection, or with the assistance of techniques

such as PCA (Principal Component Analysis) and genetic

algorithms [12]. This component can benefit from extensions

to the controller API, which may enable additional information

about flows to be exported.

3) Statistics Manager: The Statistics Manager summarizes

all data collected by the Network Driver and by the Features
Selector in order to derive statistical information that is used

by the classification algorithms. In general, raw features have

limited contribution to classification schemes without post-

processing and statistical interpretation. After the features

for one traffic snapshot are obtained, the Statistics Manager
calculates (i) mean, (ii) standard deviation, (iii) coefficient

of variance, and (iv) minimum and (v) maximum values as

statistical discriminators to describe the data collected for each

flow.

4) Anomaly Monitor: The main objective of this component

is to monitor traffic flows using their statistics and basic flow

features to detect potential anomalies. To exemplify how this

component can behave, we use entropy analysis to detect

changes in traffic features. In particular, this is calculated

according to Shannon’s entropy definition. Considering that

a traffic snapshot is an alphabet, then the mean information

H(X) for some subset of features can be calculated using

the available flows. We chose to calculate the entropy based

on IP address and transport port features because they have

been demonstrated to be accurate for the detection of DDoS

attacks and worm propagations [11]. Every time that a new

entropy E is calculated for a given snapshot, it can be

classified as anomalous in the following way: considering that

M represents the mean entropy observed in the network and S
the standard deviation associated, then E will be an anomalous

entropy if it is not within the interval [M − S,M + S].

5) Flow Classifier: Different algorithms can be used for

flows classification. When this component receives a set of

feature statistics, a range of classification schemes (e.g., ma-

chine learning algorithms) can run independently over the flow

features. Note that this component is responsible for defining

the class of each specific flow, by deciding which class is

the most frequent when considering all algorithm outputs.

Currently, we apply K-means [8] for clustering and Support

Vector Machine (SVM) [22] for classification. We consider

these algorithms suitable to initially exemplify our classifier

because one can complement the results offered by the other,

and the union of their outputs can be easily performed. Still,

the Flow Classifier is customizable and can be extended with
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additional algorithms2.

6) Flow Manager: Events from the Anomaly Monitor and

Flow Classifier are sent to the Flow Manager to indicate if

an anomaly has been identified for a specific flow-id. Thus,

the Flow Manager is responsible for deciding the mitigation

actions to be taken when a malicious flow is identified. In

this paper, we consider that a ‘Malicious flow identifier’
message is sent to the Network Driver, indicating that the flow

identified as malicious should be blocked. The Network Driver
component further uses the ‘Block action’ message to install

firewall rules in the data plane and then modify how this plane

handles the malicious flow. An example of action that could

be taken by the Network Driver, as an alternative to dropping

packets associated with malicious flows, is to forward such

packets to another component (e.g., a deep-packet inspector).

IV. FRAMEWORK EVALUATION

In this section, we present an experimental evaluation of

ATLANTIC. The experiments were divided in two scenarios

featuring different attacks: a worm propagation and a large-

scale DDoS attack. We analyzed the amount of memory

used by ATLANTIC and the processing time needed to

provide anomaly detection, classification and mitigation. Our

evaluation includes the study of (i) the performance of the

lightweight phase; (ii) the performance of the heavyweight

phase; and (iii) the classification accuracy of the overall

framework.

A. Testbed and Simulation Profile

ATLANTIC was implemented on top of the Floodlight

controller3. Floodlight provides a JSON-based REST API that

is suitable for implementing the communication between the

network controller and ATLANTIC. We run the experiments

using the Mininet emulator. We used a topology of a campus

network. It is a partially mesh topology consisting of 100 hosts

and 11 switches. We chose this scenario because of recent

malicious attempts to attack similar environments [23].

Table I describes the background traffic used in our ex-

periments. When the simulation is set up, two services are

configured: a video streaming server (whose service requests

follow a lognormal distribution) and a Web server (whose

service requests follow an exponential distribution) [24]. These

services enable hosts to receive streaming over HTTP or send

requests for Web pages, thus generating traffic related to file

transfer. These traffic profiles have been validated in [24]. We

generate these traffic profiles using VLC4 for video streaming

and SimpleHttpServer5 to emulate an HTTP server.

In order to simulate the user behavior, we set up a scenario

where users watch a video for a certain amount of time, pause

2In our implementation, the training phase for SVM is performed using
simulated attack traces (∼100 malicious flows) in order to provide a range of
samples to the classification schemes. Also, we use the R tool (https://www.r-
project.org) to provide a reliable implementation of such machine learning
algorithms.

3http://www.projectfloodlight.org/
4http://www.videolan.org/vlc/
5https://docs.python.org/2/library/simplehttpserver.html

TABLE I
BACKGROUND TRAFFIC PROFILE USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

Parameter Value
Number of hosts 100
Number of switches 11
Number of servers 2 (HTTP and Streaming)
Number of attack flows 3500
Traffic profile Video: 75 %, Web: 25 %
Host behavior Web Server Exponential Distribution (λ = 0.033,mean = 30 s)
Host behavior Video Stream Lognormal Distribution (μ = 11.75,mean = 324 KB)

it, and then access a few Web pages. For each group of

6 hosts requesting HTTP traffic, there is 1 host requesting

video streaming traffic. Network anomalies related to ma-

licious activities are generated with the scapy tool,6 which

enables the generation of realistic malicious attacks, such as

port scanning and DDoS. The importance of these attacks

has increased thanks to recent uses of DDoS to compromise

campus communications [23]. Next, we explain the behavior

of our simulated attacks.

• Port scanning - A malicious host can use port scan-

ning to discover a set of open ports in a remote host.

Open ports can be used to exploit vulnerabilities in a

target system or be used in worm propagations [25]. We

simulate a malicious user that chooses a random host

to start its attack to a server in the network. The attack

consists of sending several TCP connection packets to

ports ranging from 0 to 65536. When an open port is

found, a notification is generated and this port can be

used for worm propagations. Typically, port scanning
generates packets in the network with a fixed IP address,

but with varying transport protocol port.

• DDoS attack - We also defined a DDoS attack [11]

scenario. A DDoS attack in SDN can be used to overflow

with a large amount of spurious flows a specific switch’s

flow table or to overload the network controller by pro-

ducing several packet_in messages. Frequently, these

attacks result in a range of source IP addresses accessing

a single target IP. In this case-study, we create a SYN

flood attack, i.e., a malicious machine chooses a server

(HTTP or streaming) to send multiple TCP SYN packets

to service ports offered by this machine (8080 for the

VLC streaming and 8000 for the HTTP server). Given

that there are services running in those ports, the server

will process a request, allocate resources to handle it,

and send an ACK to the requesting machine. Further,

the attacker simulated in our experiments uses source IP

spoofing, i.e., he or she sends TCP SYN packets with the

source IP address of another machine, thus causing the

erroneous receipt of an unsolicited ACK and leaving the

server with an open TCP connection.

B. Lightweight Anomaly Detection Evaluation

In this section we demonstrate the operation of the

lightweight phase when it is instantiated with an entropy-

based anomaly detection scheme to monitor the network in

6http://www.secdev.org/projects/scapy/
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the presence of malicious anomalies. Additionally, we analyze

the performance of this phase regarding memory usage and

processing time.

Initially, the Network Driver communicates with the con-

troller to request traffic information. There are two possible

bottlenecks in this approach: the traffic snapshot transmis-

sion time and the amount of memory needed to store this

information. To understand these issues, we monitored the

number of flows generated in the network while users were

accessing HTTP pages and video streaming during a few

minutes. Next, we started a DDoS attack and monitored the

amount of new traffic flows. The transmission time required

to export this information to our framework and the amount

of memory needed were observed. The polling interval was

set to 5s in order to obtain a fine-grained view of the network

traffic. According to Figure 3(a), the transmission time related

to traffic snapshot when an attack is not happening remains

under 1.07s. Around the 180th snapshot, the DDoS attack

starts and increases this transmission time to 1.28s in the

worst case. Furthermore, according to Figure 3(b), the size

of network snapshots increase from 32 to 600 kilobytes with

approximately 4,400 flows, including malicious and benign.

We argue that our simulations can realistically reflect the

size of a large-scale campus scenario. In particular, it has

been shown in [24] a similar performance evaluation that

comprises around 800 traffic flows on average. We also

analyzed individual flow rules in ATLANTIC and verified

that a single flow rule uses around 136 bytes and takes less

than 0.0008s to be transmitted. Thus, in order to simulate

the campus scenario presented in [24], ATLANTIC would use

108,800 bytes (106.25 Kb) to store a traffic snapshot and 0.64s

to transmit this information.

Entropy mean values associated with traffic features7 can

be used to detect network anomalies. The performance of

the Flow Monitor itself is related to entropy calculation time,

which grows linearly accordingly to the number of flows in a

specific traffic snapshot. Figure 4 indicates that the entropy cal-

culation time for 4,000 flows is 0.075s. We conclude that this

type of traffic monitoring is suitable for ATLANTIC mainly

because it is fast and accurate for detecting traffic deviations

when we analyze, for example, the source IP entropy of a

traffic snapshot. Figure 5(a) illustrates the variation in entropy

of the destination port when a port scanning attack occurs.

Around the 180th snapshot, the average entropy that was

around 0.55 rises to almost 1, indicating an anomaly. It is also

possible to observe in Figure 5(b) the changes in the entropy of

the destination IP address caused by the DDoS attack. Around

the 280th simulation snapshot, the DDoS attack stops, thus

causing the entropy to revert back to normal (between 0.8 and

0.9).

When changes in the entropy of a specific feature are

detected, the Flow Classifier component needs to determine

the nature of existing flows in the network. The performance

of this component is discussed in the next sub-section.

C. Heavyweight Anomaly Classification Evaluation

Each time a sudden change in the measured entropy of a

specific feature is detected, a notification is generated and the

ATLANTIC framework enters its heavyweight phase. The first

action taken by the Flow Classifier is the classification of

all remaining flows after the subtraction of the current traffic

7We performed entropy analysis on all the features of a flow, but due to
space constraints we only show results for destination ports and destination
IP addresses in the first and second case-study, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Entropy observed including benign and malicious flow
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Fig. 6. Number of simulation flows

snapshot from the last one. Due to space limitations, we only

show the results for the DDoS scenario.

To classify flows into separate classes representing DDoS

and normal traffic, we instantiate the Flow Classifier with

two well-known algorithms: K-means and SVM. Using K-

means, similar flows are clustered together such that each

cluster represents a type of traffic profile observed in the

network. After this, the SVM algorithm can determine the

classification of flows in each cluster. Note that each traffic

snapshot may contain HTTP and streaming flows with dif-

ferent profiles, such as short-lived HTTP flows and long term

video streaming flows. Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) summarize

the amount of active flows in the simulation, as well as the

flows signalized as malicious and subsequently blocked. Based

on the classification offered by K-means or SVM, it is possible

to calculate metrics such as precision (PPV) and accuracy
(ACC), which allow assessing the quality of the classification

achieved by these algorithms8. In particular, it is possible to

apply K-means using different values of k in order to find

8We computed the standard metrics commonly used in the evaluation of
machine learning algorithms – TPR: sensitivity or true positive rate; SPC:
specificity or true negative rate; NPV: negative predictive value; FPR: false
positive rate; FDR: false discovery rate; F1: f1 score (harmonic mean of
precision and sensitivity)

the optimal configuration and, jointly with SVM, find which

combination achieves better classification metrics. Figure 7

illustrates our results. It can be observed that SVM presents

accuracy of 88.7% and precision of 82.3%. The simulations

were executed 35 times until the error rate was less than 0.01.

The results obtained are very similar to the values expected

from traditional networks, as presented in [26].
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Fig. 7. Machine Learning metrics for SVM

After obtaining the classification, the Flow Manager is noti-

fied and then it is able to block malicious flows and restore the
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entropy back to normal. To block these malicious occurrences

in the network, the Flow Manager can instruct the Network
Driver to use a firewall application or to use the OpenFlow

drop action installed on the data plane. This solution can block

external malicious attacks from other networks.

The heavyweight phase lasts around 3 seconds in our

simulations (Figure 8). When we compare this with the

processing time of the lightweight phase (which takes around

0.07 seconds), we can more clearly appreciate the benefits of

using more frequently the lightweight phase instead of always

using the heavyweight phase to classify every traffic snapshot.
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Fig. 8. Processing time of Heavyweight Phase

D. Discussion

We advocate that ATLANTIC meets the management re-

quirements listed in Section IV.A. The lightweight step per-

forms traffic monitoring using a global network view, demon-

strating that detailed traffic information can be easily obtained.

This contributes toward the comprehensive network view

requirement needed for accurate anomaly detection.

The design of ATLANTIC allows the network administrator

to monitor and modify the operation of its components.

This characteristic contributes to a more tailored anomaly

classification, which can rely on human intervention when the

automated components are not able to protect the network.

Additionally, using the network controller, ATLANTIC can

orchestrate all flows in the network, sampling or eventually

blocking a particular flow whenever needed.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed ATLANTIC, a framework for anomaly

detection, classification and mitigation in SDN-based net-

works. Our framework comprises a lightweight phase respon-

sible for monitoring traffic flows and a heavyweight phase

responsible for anomaly classification and mitigation. As a

result, traffic anomalies can be categorized and the information

collected can be used to handle each traffic profile in a specific

manner, such as blocking malicious flows.

In our experiments, the lightweight monitoring scheme en-

abled ATLANTIC to detect malicious activities without over-

loading the network, taking about 0.075s to collect and analyze

traffic information consisting of 4400 flows in a topology with

100 switches. The heavyweight phase uses a machine learning

algorithm (i.e., SVM) which took less than 3s to classify traffic

flows, demonstrating that ATLANTIC performs well even in

the presence of DDoS attacks. Moreover, ATLANTIC executes

the lightweight phase more frequently than the heavyweight

phase, thus minimizing the overhead of the overall anomaly

detection scheme. Most importantly, our results show how a

sophisticated anomaly detection framework can be built over

SDN.

As part of our future work, we aim to evaluate the use of

different algorithms for traffic classification and entropy anal-

ysis to enforce network protection. We intend to investigate

new mitigation strategies, such as the use of rate limiters,

and new classification schemes, such as the combination

of several network classifiers using meta-learning techniques

(e.g., stacking, and bayesian networks).
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